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Dear Readers, 

Our life would be hard to imagine 
without chemicals. They are 
found in computers, cars, cosmet-
ics, detergents, medicaments, fu-
els and many other elements of 
everyday life. Chemical products 
kick off nearly every added value 
chain. This makes the chemical 
industry especially transport-in-
tensive. Chemical and oil products 

make up almost 20 percent of the Port of Hamburg’s throughput. Similarly, 
Brunsbüttel has established itself as a strategically favourable base for the 
chemical industry.
There are more than 450 companies in Northern Germany that profit from 
the ready availability of raw materials by sea. In the first half of 2019 alone, 
they achieved a turnover  of more than 7.4 billion euros. In addition, the Port 
of Hamburg makes reliable transport routes, especially by rail, available for 
industries in large parts of Germany and the surrounding countries for the 
import and export of their products.
Chemicals are not just transhipped, stored, produced and processed, but 
also researched and further developed. Established companies are pursuing 
fresh paths with ‘green’ ethanol and hydrogen. The ‘cradle to cradle’ prin-
cipal adopts the approach that in cycles of materials, waste automatically 
means raw materials for new products.  
The world of chemicals is variegated. The current issue of our Port of Ham-
burg Magazine provides an insight into logistics and the development of in-
novative approaches. We wish you an enjoyable read.

Sincerely yours, Ingo Egloff and Axel Mattern

Joint CEO’s Port of Hamburg Marketing
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OUR LIFE WOULD BE HARD TO IMAGINE WITHOUT 
CHEMICALS. THEY ARE FOUND IN COMPUTERS, CARS, 
COSMETICS, DETERGENTS, MEDICAMENTS, FUELS AND 
MANY OTHER ELEMENTS OF EVERYDAY LIFE.
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■ INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY

Lower Saxony focus-
es on basic chemicals, 
especially plastics, 
additives, paints and 
cleaning materials, often 
produced for the auto-
motive industry

In Schleswig-Holstein 
one accent is on 
pharmaceuticals

The chemical industry in Northern Germany  
is shaped by small and medium-sized companies. 
Almost 80 percent employ fewer than 100 staff. 
Industry structure is generally heterogeneous.

In Hamburg personal 
care, cleaning materi-
als and basic chemicals 
dominate

Over 81,000  
employees in  
450 companies

1,000  
new vocational training 
places per year in  
50 trades

Northern German chemical industry overview:
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Chemical Industry 
needs stable  
connections

Almost every value-added chain commences with 
chemical industry products. That makes chemicals 
an especially transport-intensive sector. The cur-
rently available statistics show that a total of over 
232 million tons of chemical products were trans-
ported in Germany in 2017. The chemical industry 
was responsible for almost six percent of all freight. 
In addition, the industry is the second largest cus-
tomer for transport services, since a high propor-
tion of chemical production is sent on to further 
processors in industry. 

The sector is therefore especially reliant on secure 
transport routes. Safe and fully functioning trans-
port routes are of the utmost importance for a site, 
also fundamental for a company’s competitive-
ness. The chemical industry needs to rely on all 
types of carriers, i.e. trucking, rail, inland shipping, 
seagoing transport and pipelines, to guarantee its 
supply of raw materials and to deliver its products 
to customers. Which mode of transport is right in 
each case depends not just on the volume to be 
shifted and the customer’s location, but also on the 
nature of the chemical(s). 

OVER 450 COMPANIES IN  
NORTHERN GERMANY
Over 450 chemical enterprises in the Northern Ger-
man states of Hamburg, Schleswig-Holstein, Low-
er Saxony and Bremen belong to ChemieNord em-
ployers’ association and/or the northern branch of 
the VCI – Verband der Chemischen Industrie. Their 
competitiveness also directly depends on having 
an infrastructure fit for the future. And that includes 
ports providing excellent connections worldwide. 
Given the length of its coast and the related access 
to world oceans, and as European transit territory 
for North-South and East-West axes, Northern Ger-
many is of special importance for the German 
transport infrastructure. Major chemical industry 
sites such as Brunsbüttel, Stade and Wilhelmshav-
en are directly adjacent to ports, using these for  

In this article, our guest contributor Alexander War-
stat, CEO of the ChemieNord employers’ associa-
tion and spokesman for both that and VCI Nord –
Chemical Industry Federation, explains the sector’s 
requirements.

Top earnings in chemicals: 
A full-time worker – 37.5 
hours – under collective 
wage agreements earned  
an average of 62,000 euros 
in 2018

Financed entirely by the 
employer, company pension 
of over 600 euros per full-
time worker under collective 
wage agreement

Strong commitment to 
in-service training for their 
employees: At 22.3 hours 
per worker per year, the 
chemical industry exceeds 
the manufacturing industry 
average by around  
46 percent. The chemical 
company average spend  
of 1,538 euros per year  
exceeds the industry  
average of 1,023 euros

Top earnings for trainees: 
Over 1,000 euros in the 
first year of training, plus 
annual holiday pay of  
700 euros
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deliveries of raw materials and despatching their 
products. 

Against this background, the chemical industry re-
quires an integrated and all-embracing Northern 
German port scheme, optimally catering for ship-
pers’ requirements and preserving and reinforcing 
the industry in the long term. This must be backed 
by corresponding further development of the road 
and rail network and inland water-ways.

STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN THE SECTOR
Official statistics indicate that the chemical industry 
achieved a turnover of over 7.4 billion euros in the first 
half of 2019. At least 2.7 billion was in Germany, and 
over 4.6 billion elsewhere. Compared to the previous 
year, however, sector turnover was around six per-
cent lower; the current profound structural change in 
the chemical sector being to blame. In Northern Ger-

many over 20,000 workers in 
numerous supply companies 
are directly affected by the cri-
sis in the automotive industry. 
Nor is it only automotive indus-
try suppliers among the chem-
ical companies in the North 
that are currently confronted 
by radical change in their busi-
ness models. The switch to cli-
mate-neutral production pro-
cesses being demanded 
nationwide, digitalization, and 
the demands of an even more 
intensively cyclical economy, 
involve enormous Investments 
in new technologies and pro-
cesses, irrespective of sector. 
In addition, a large number of 
companies see their opera-
tions affected by deficiencies 
in the road network.

ADDITIONAL HUBS 
REQUIRED
The Northern German chemical 
industry bodies accordingly see 
it as essential that chronic un-
der-financing be brought to a 
halt and infrastructural expan-
sion more thoroughly integrat-
ed, irrespective of carrier. If the 

chemical industry is in future to be able to make great-
er use of rail and inland waterway transport, more hubs 
will be essential. In addition, bottlenecks could be elim-
inated by linking seaports better to the hinterland, cre-
ating traffic lanes on motorways, and providing new 
freight traffic corridors or expanding these. We reject 
any higher user charges for the maintenance and ex-
pansion of infrastructure. If priorities are at last set cor-
rectly, sufficient public funds are available. ■

About VCI Nord:

VCI Nord is a regional branch of the Chemical Industry 
Federation. It represents the economic policy interests 
of 280 member companies in Hamburg, Lower Saxony, 
Schleswig-Holstein and Bremen. Additional core tasks 
of the federation are further training for teaching staff, 
improvements of teaching of natural sciences, and 
the promotion of contacts between universities and 
business. 

www.vci-nord.de 

About ChemieNord:

ChemieNord is the employers’ association for the 
chemical industry in Northern Germany. The association 
represents 300 member companies with 66,000 staff. Its 
main tasks are negotiations of wage/salary agreements 
and provision of legal advice for member companies. In 
addition, ChemieNord assists members on demographic 
and health management, in marketing of training, also 
representing its members’ joint interests vis-à-vis the 
media, the public, politicians, authorities, trade unions, 
trade associations and other bodies. 

www.chemienord.de 

ALEXANDER WARSTAT, CEO and  
spokesman of the ChemieNord employers’  
association.

The switch to cli-
mate-neutral  pro- 
duction processes 
being demanded 
nationwide, digital-
ization, and the de-
mands of an even 
more intensively 
cyclical economy, 
involve enormous 
Investments in  
new technologies 
and processes,  
irrespective of  
sector. 
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‘Green’ hydrogen from  
wind power 

Their aim is to use regenerative energy produced 
with wind power. On the site of Raffinerie Heide, 
‘green’ hydrogen will then be produced by electro-
lyzing water. This is to be used for the production of 
climate-friendly aviation fuel for aircraft. It will also 
be fed into the gas network.

There is also a prospect that in parallel to the elec-
trolysis operation, a new pipeline technology will 
form the basis for a hydrogen network between the 

refinery, municipal utilities, a cavern system and the 
existing natural gas network. A storage system of 
caverns for depositing hydrogen can lead to the use 
of available wind energy in a continual material flow 
for industrial exploitation.

CO2 AS RAW MATERIAL
“We plan to represent a regional, ‘green’ hydrogen 
business on an industrial scale, and to support the 
decarbonisation of industry, heating and transport” 

The situation on the west coast of Schleswig-Holstein is perfect: a strong wind energy region and ideal 
geological conditions for storage coincide there with innovative companies dedicated to climate protection. 
The result is a partnership of nine local industrial players. They have initiated the ‘Real West Coast Laboratory 
100’ – ‘Reallabor Westküste 100’ – project. 

Green hydrogen and decarbonization on industrial scale
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concluded Jürgen Wollschläger, project coordinator 
and Managing Director of Raffinerie Heide. Region-
al cement production unavoidably involves CO2. 
Along with the ‘green’ hydrogen, this will be used 
in the refinery as a raw material for the production 
of synthetic hydrocarbons. That would be an impor-
tant step towards de-carbonizing the cement indus-
try. 

With these approaches to the project, ‘Reallabor 
Westküste 100’ succeeded in prevailing in the Ger-
man Ministry of Economics and Energy’s nationwide 
ideas contest ‘Real laboratory for the energy revolu-
tion’. As just that, this will speed up the transfer of 
technology and innovation from research into prac-
tice. As Wollschläger declared: “With this result we 
have achieved an important step towards our aim of 
being able to fly, build and heat more sustainably in 
future. Our partners from business and research are 
now working on a detailed project specification 
based on the draft proposal already submitted. That 
will set the scene for activities in the course of 
2020.”

YEARS OF RESEARCH 
‘Westküste 100’ finds itself in good company with 
the ‘KEROSyN100’ project, started last summer. 
Years of research by Heide Raffinerie and other part-
ners have gone into the latter project, which is super-
vised by Bremen University. The basic idea is to use 
wind power to produce synthetic, environment-friend-
ly kerosene. Should the project succeed in realizing 
the potential for harnessing ‘green’ hydrogen pro-
duced from wind power to produce aviation fuels, 
which would be a highly promising option for more cli-
mate awareness in aviation. 

SYNTHETIC KEROSENE
Raffinerie Heide is already Hamburg Airport’s main 
fuel supplier. “That puts us in a good position to boost 
the decarbonization of air traffic. The project is al-
ready making highly promising progress. We are de-
lighted to have succeeded in gaining Lufthansa as a 
partner. Simply producing the fuel is not enough. We 
need a customer,” reports Jürgen Wollschläger. The 
partnership with the airline enables the refinery to 
make a regionally produced product available to the 

USING WIND POWER, ‘GREEN’  
HYDROGEN IS PRODUCED IN  

RAFFINERIE HEIDE
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Info:

Raffinerie Heide can process up to 4.5 million tons of crude 
oil per year, equivalent to Schleswig-Holstein’s total demand. 
The company produces traditional fuels such as petrol and 
diesel, as well as aviation fuel. With around 560 staff plus  
40 trainees, Raffinerie Heide is one of the largest employers 
in the Dithmarschen district of Schleswig-Holstein.
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local airport. Their aim is to supply five percent of the 
kerosene required by Hamburg Airport within five 
years with Raffinerie Heide’s synthetic product.

APPLIED TO SHIPPING
Raffinerie Heide’s chief is already looking beyond 
aviation and does not exclude other opportunities for 
use: “If I look towards shipping, results of our re-
search work on kerosene as a synthetic fuel could in 
future be applied in the shipping industry. Like ordi-
nary ones, synthetic fuels are liquid, high-energy 
and what’s more, climate-neutral. So the ‘KER-
OSyN100’ project also involves opportunities for 
shaping the energy revolution in shipping.”     

SUBSIDIZED BY FEDERAL FUNDS
Scheduled to last three years, this project alliance is 
being backed by the German Ministry of Economics 
and Energy with 4.2 million euros. The ‘KEROSyN100’ 
research team is currently examining the technological 
and economic conditions for integrating a synthetic fu-
el production plant into the refinery. Since the aim is to 
harness wind power for this, with numerous wind 

farms in the vicinity, Raffinerie Heide’s location is an 
added advantage. Installed output of around 1.5 giga-
watts, along with energy production on the west coast 
as a whole, makes the Heide region among Europe’s 
top producers of renewable energy. ■

13m
5,5
ha

13
ha

Quay Operation and Warehousing
Wallmann & Co. (GmbH & Co. KG)

Pollhornweg 31-39, D-21107 Hamburg

Phone: +49(0)40-7 52 07-0

Professionals at the waterfront
Handling and Warehousing
► General cargo
► Heavy lifts

► Iron products
► Steel products

JÜRGEN WOLLSCHLÄGER, Project Coordinator and  
Managing Director of Raffinerie Heide
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Northern states launch  
joint hydrogen strategy

At the same time, they called on the German govern-
ment to support their initiative and to incorporate it in 
the national hydrogen strategy to be announced for the 
end of the year. With the joint strategy, the Nordic 
countries are pointing the way to the future. This strat-
egy envisages achievement of electrolysis output in 
North Germany of at least 500 megawatts by 2025, 
and five gigawatts in 2030. 

Theoretically, just the 500 megawatts derived from 
land-based wind farms could supply around 151,000 
cars with ‘green’ hydrogen. With an increase to five  
gigawatts, that would be 1.5 million cars, or the number 
currently registered in Schleswig-Holstein. A network of 
hydrogen filling stations needs to be built parallel to the 
current expansion of charging stations. The departmen-
tal heads see something in the order of around 250 sta-
tions as necessary in Northern Germany.

 MANY ADVANTAGES AS LOCATION
The ministers and senators see the following advantag-
es for Northern Germany as a base for the build-up of 
the hydrogen business:
• High production capacities, and potential for further 

expansion, for on-shore and offshore wind power;
• Underground geological formations for hydrogen 

storage;
• Seaports that will in future play a leading role in  

the import and distribution of ‘green’ hydrogen and 
synthetic fuels, as well as in the use of hydrogen 
and export of hydrogen technologies and compo-
nents;

• Maritime companies plus scientific expertise; 
• Branches of industry with considerable experience 

in dealing with hydrogen; and
• Additional knowhow being gained in the six North 

German ‘Real laboratories of the energy revolution’.

The five Northern German coastal states have joined forces to build up a ‘green’ hydrogen industry 
as a pillar of the energy and transport revolution: At their autumn meeting in Lübeck, the ministers 
and senators responsible for economics and transport agreed on a joint ‘Northern German hydrogen 
strategy’. 

THEORETICALLY, JUST THE 500 MEGA- 
WATTS DERIVED FROM LAND-BASED  
WIND FARMS COULD SUPPLY AROUND 
151,000 CARS WITH ‘GREEN’ HYDROGEN
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ChemCoast Park – industrial  
variety on the Lower Elbe

Chemical and oil companies, energy producers, 
logistics companies and other industrial sectors 
have been producing and trading at Brunsbüttel as 
an industrial and trading centre for more than 40 
years. They all profit from its favourable location for 
logistics on the Elbe and Kiel Canal, and proximity to 
Hamburg as a dynamically developing metropolitan 
region. 

MORE THAN 12,600 JOBS
ChemCoast Park Brunsbüttel now contains a large 
number of companies from the chemical/energy 
sectors and logistics. Together, they generate add-
ed value, jobs and additional regional economic im-
pacts in the area. Companies in the zone help se-
cure over 12,600 jobs in the region, 4,500 of these 
in Brunsbüttel itself. 

Added value of around 870 million euros is generat-
ed here. This gives Schleswig-Holstein’s industrial 
zone a vital role for the whole state, and its Ministry 
of Economics aims to boost this. “We need to act to-
gether with Hamburg to see that enterprises that 
cannot be accommodated there are won for the pe-
riphery. Yet for that we need appropriate industrial 
sites,” declared economics minister Dr. Bernd Buch-
holz at the latest Industrial Round-Table in Brunsbüt-
tel this autumn. ChemCoast Park meets this require-
ment: Around 450 hectares of fully serviced plots 
designated as an industrial area stand ready, even 
for major projects.   

LOGISTICS ADVANTAGES
The Ports of Brunsbüttel are of especial significance 
for the region. Its location where the Elbe meets the 

Schleswig-Holstein’s largest integrated industrial zone lies less than 100 kilometres from Hamburg. Covering 
over 2,000 hectares, this extensive site is notable for offering innovative strength, thirst for action, and 
scope for visions 

GROWTH OF BRUNSBÜTTEL AS A HUB  
IS BOOSTING PLANS FOR EXPANSION OF  
THE RAIL SPUR LINE

Port of Hamburg Magazine | December 2019  |  13
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Kiel Canal offers industrial firms logistics advan- 
tages. With an annual throughput of around 13 mil-
lion tons, Brunsbüttel is Germany’s sixth largest port 
and one of its most dynamic. 
The wide range of port facilities are designed to han-
dle general/liquid cargo as well as bulk/heavy freight 
of all types. The trimodal terminal guarantees opti-
mal links with trucking, rail, seagoing and inland wa-
terway vessels as modes of transport. “Local indus-
try uses our port as a cargo hub, to obtain raw 
material supplies and to export its products to cus-
tomers throughout the world,” reports Frank Schna-
bel, CEO of Brunsbüttel Ports. 
Not immediately apparent for retail customers, nu-
merous everyday products are manufactured here in 
Brunsbüttel. ChemCoast Park Brunsbüttel illustrates 
the diversity of the automotive industry, for exam-
ple. With eleven companies, virtually the entire loca-
tion makes a crucial contribution towards this sector 
– commencing with the three Brunsbüttel ports, 
handling various materials serving as exhaust gas 
cleaners or fuel for cars. 

EXPORT OF ADBLUE
Crude oil, for example, is imported through the Elbe 
port, being converted into various oil products, in-
cluding road vehicle fuels, at Raffinerie Heide. Fuels 
are also shipped to Raffinerie customers via 
Brunsbüttel Oil Port. Yara Brunsbüttel uses Oster-
moor Port to export AdBlue, a urea solution pro-
duced in the Brunsbüttel plant and used to purify 
diesel vehicle emissions, i.e. to eliminate NOx.
At Brunsbüttel, Mercuria Biodiesel Brunsbüttel pro-
duces one of the most high-quality and sustainable 
biodiesels on the market, almost exclusively from 
plant-based waste oils. Brunsbüttel-based Wintershall 
Dea Förderbetrieb Holstein extracts crude oil from the 
North Sea. This is further processed in Raffinerie Hei-
de and by other industrial concerns. 
The appearance and smell of a car play an important 
part for the driver. Sasol Germany ensures a classy re-
sult here. Based on linear alcohols, in all manner of cli-
matic conditions Sasol’s softeners remain virtually 
odourless and colourless, giving PVC elements 
throughout a car’s interior a pleasantly soft feel.

LIGHTWEIGHT CAR SEATS
Covestro Deutschland provides a further example of 
feel-good driving. Car seats made of its moulded 
polyurethane foam offer distinct ergonomic advan-
tages over those made of other materials. MDI, one 
of the raw materials used, is produced in Brunsbüt-
tel. In addition, Covestro has set itself the target of 
making polyurethane foams still lighter to reduce the 
vehicle’s fuel consumption. 
Only a brief mention of selected products of one sec-
tor of industry underlines the relevance of this indus-
trial site in Schleswig-Holstein. One key topic for its 
future viability is the need to ensure an economical 
and uninterrupted energy supply for industry. Around 

one percent of all the natural gas used in Germany is 
consumed by industrial companies based at Chem-
Coast Park Brunsbüttel, so a secure supply of it will 
remain a basic requirement in the future, too. 

PLANS FOR LNG TERMINAL
Local industrial demand is therefore helping to boost 
continuing progress on plans for constructing an 
LNG terminal on the spot. A terminal would provide 
sustained assurance of energy supplies for shipping 
and industry. “The planned LNG terminal in 
Brunsbüttel offers the site great opportunities. Apart 
from the positive effects for possible supply to local 
industry, an LNG terminal could spawn further new 
settlements by energy-intensive industrial compa-
nies in ChemCoast Park and create additional syner-
gies,” as Frank Schnabel concludes. Emphasizing its 
potential for the Port of Hamburg and the entire 
Lower Elbe region, the port expert recognizes the 
positive effects of an LNG terminal outside  
Schleswig-Holstein’s borders. 

COVERING 2,000 HECTARES,  
THE INDUSTRIAL ZONE AND  
PORT FACILITIES GUARANTEE  
MORE THAN 12,600 JOBS
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If sufficient attention is to be paid in future to the 
significance of the industrial zone, and the region’s 
potential enhanced, investments are needed right 
now in infrastructure and in viable port-hinterland 
connections. Enterprises in ChemCoast Park 
Brunsbüttel are currently investing a high triple-dig-
it million sum in their plants. Freight volume will 
rise and sustainability targets will gain in impor-
tance. 

MORE FREIGHT BY RAIL
Industrial companies and ports in ChemCoast Park 
Brunsbüttel aim jointly to shift more freight by rail 
as an environment-friendly mode of transport to re-
lieve roads and the environment. This makes in-
vestments in rail infrastructure essential. The rail 
link between Brunsbüttel and Wilster/Itzehoe is 
currently single-track and not electrified. Frank 
Schnabel explains: “Electrification was included 
under ‘priority needs’ in the German Federal Trans-
port Infrastructure Plan. That was an important 

milestone for Brunsbüttel as a port and industrial 
centre. Now implementation of this measure needs 
a push. Against the backdrop of the positive trend 
in investment by industrial companies and Brunsbüt-
tel’s dynamic progress as a port, twin-track expan-
sion is essential. Timely investment is required be-
fore capacity hits the buffers.” Brunsbüttel Ports 
joined forces with Port of Hamburg Marketing, plac-
ing this among infrastructural demands at their joint 
Port Evening. 

Positive political signals last year were the start and 
implementation of other vital infrastructure projects: 
Three-lane expansion of federal highway B5 has 
commenced. The two important feeder/access 
roads, L138 between Brunsbüttel and Eddelak and 
K75 ‘Fährstrasse’ were upgraded. Fairway adjust-
ment on the Elbe and upgrading of the Kiel Canal are 
also making progress. Both are measures of top im-
portance for supplies to local firms and waste re-
moval. ■

COVERING 2,000 HECTARES,  
THE INDUSTRIAL ZONE AND  
PORT FACILITIES GUARANTEE  
MORE THAN 12,600 JOBS
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‘Green’ Methanol with real  
potential for shipping

Methanol is produced from synthetic gas – an indus-
trially manufactured gas mixture – from hydrogen 
and carbon monoxide, formed by the reaction be-
tween water and carbon from natural gas. The meth-
anol is ‘green’, if the energy for the synthetic pro-
cess originates from renewable sources such as 
geothermal, hydroelectric, solar or wind energy. On 
the other hand, the synthetic gas can be manufac-
tured by applying ultra-high temperature hydrolysis 
to waste, sewage sludge and even liquid manure, 
among other things.
Methanol is said to have great potential as fuel for 
the shipping industry. The ZIM ‘Green Meth’ net-
work, one of the initiatives promoted by the Federal 

Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy – BMWi, 
has set out to create the technical preconditions for 
the use of methanol as an alternative fuel for smaller 
vessels in coastal shipping and work craft operating 
just offshore. This embraces everything from manu-
facturing the fuel to its transformation into the ener-
gy driving a ship. 

RE-FITTING NECESSARY
That methanol can be applied in shipping is con-
firmed by Prof. Friedrich Wirz from Hamburg Univer-
sity of Technology – TUHH. Up to now you can count 
the number of vessels powered by methanol in Eu-
rope on two hands. This includes the ‘Stena Ger-

Chemical corporations like Dow in Stade are working on projects enabling them to produce alternative 
engine fuel on a grand scale in the future. ‘Green’ Methanol could be the alternative fuel going forward for 
shipping, just as for aviation and trucking. 

SINCE MARCH 2015, THE ‘STENA GERMANICA’,  
SAILING IN THE KIEL-GOTHENBURG SERVICE, HAS 
BEEN THE FIRST ROPAX FERRY WORLDWIDE POWERED 
BY THE ALTERNATIVE, ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY FUEL 
METHANOL 
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manica‘, a 240-metre long ferry with a capacity of 
300 cars and 1,300 passengers. He states that: “As 
far as the ship’s engine is concerned, this always in-
volves a major refit, since methanol as a fuel has to 
be burned in a petrol engine, not a diesel.” It makes 
no difference how the methanol is produced, wheth-
er from renewable hydrogen in a synthesis with 
CO2, or a chemical process.
Nevertheless, methanol could also be suitable for 
large vessels. Aida Cruises is participating in the ‘Pa-
X-ell2’ project promoted by the Federal Ministry for 
Transport and Digital Infrastructure – BMVI. Its aim 
is to demonstrate practical solutions for climate-neu-
tral mobility throughout the entire shipping industry. 
In this actual case, after intensive testing on land, 
from 2021 the fuel cells manufactured by Freuden-
berg will be tested for the first time on board the 
AidaNova under real conditions. The fuel cells will be 
powered by hydrogen extracted from methanol, 
which in the best case can be produced from renew-
able energy. 

AWARDED PRIZE 
Major chemical companies, too, such as Dow in Sta-
de are working on projects enabling them to produce 

methanol on a large scale going forward. Up to now 
the company has manufactured some 50,000 tons 
of hydrogen by electrolysis annually. During the com-
ing year Dow will use the existing electrolysis  
capacity to produce hydrogen for  the manufacture 
of methanol. It is planned to filter out the waste gas-
es from one of its own gas-driven power stations, 
and by adding hydrogen to transform them into 
methanol, as well. Given this creative idea the com-
pany entered and won the BMWI’s award for ‘Real 
Laboratories of the Energy Revolution’. 

RECYCLING CARBON DIOXIDE
The George Olah plant belonging to the Icelandic 
Carbon Recycling International company may pro-
vide a model for Dow’s implementation. Since 
2011 they have been producing green methanol 
there from geothermal energy; now running at five 
million litres annually. To achieve this, the plant re-
cycles 5,500 tons of carbon dioxide from the geo-
thermal power station, which otherwise would be 
released into the atmosphere. The planned 50-mil-
lion litre Dow plant would represent a further step 
towards real industrial application on a major 
scale. ■
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Chemical products in world trade

In 2018 the Port of Hamburg handled around 15.5 million tons of 
chemical products. Its top export partner is Brazil, while on imports 
China – including Hong Kong – took first place for imports. An over-

view of the most important countries:

                                    Inbound          Outbound (x 1,000 tons)

■ INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY

United  
Kingdom

United Arab  
Emirates

France

Norway

Belgium

Canada              

United  
States

Brazil

314

357

256

226

356

1,660

582

202

4

40

16

58

127

127

49

70
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China (incl.  
Hong Kong)

Republic 
of Korea

Russian  
FederationSweden

Indien

Finland

Lithuania

Singapore

Malaysia

168

117

119
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167

550

355

187

308

1,748

455257
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243

240

351

159

381
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Chemical triangle with prospects

South-East Bavaria stands out in the chemical indus-
try. Thousands of different products are now manu-
factured In ChemDelta Bavaria, the relevant triangle 
between Burghausen, Burgkirchen/Gendorf, Töging, 
Waldkraiburg and Trostberg. The chemical industry 
has shaped life in SE Bavaria for almost a century 
and remains firmly embedded there. The region cov-
ering parts of Altötting, Mühldorf and Traunstein 
counties is one Southern Germany’s leading eco-
nomic bases, and at the same time one of Germa-
ny’s strongest trading regions. 

ATTRACTIVE LOCATION
Bavaria is at the hub of East-West and North-South 
trade. EU expansion eastwards made Bavaria still 
more attractive as a location. No other region in Eu-
rope offers better conditions for opening up these 
up-and-coming markets.
Companies in the Bavarian chemical triangle have 
recognized this and are exploiting their opportuni-
ties. With a workforce of around 20,000, they gener-

ate turnover in excess of ten billion euros, about five 
percent of the total for German chemical companies. 
Firms in ChemDelta Bavaria have invested over four 
billion euros in new production facilities and local in-
frastructure in recent years. 

NUMEROUS SPECIAL PRODUCTS
The range of products from companies based in 
ChemDelta Bavaria embraces a great variety of 
chemicals used to make useful everyday items. 
These companies originally concentrated on produc-
ing goods in bulk, but they meanwhile offer special 
products. In almost all sectors – from food manufac-
turing to pharmaceuticals and consumer goods, to 
the plastics, engineering, building, automotive and 
high-tech electronics industries – such products 
serve as the basis.
Sites and companies receive products, energy and 
raw materials via numerous pipelines. For this, mu-
tual networking was required. This facilitates opti-
mal use in the region of energies and resources – 

Many people associate Bavaria primarily with beautiful landscapes and blue skies flecked with white 
– and unspoiled vacations. Yet in recent decades Bavaria has emerged as a leading industrial state, 
known throughout the world especially for high-tech products of the chemical, electronics and 
engineering industries.

■ INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY

Inn

Alz

Salzach

TAL Transalpine Pipeline

EPS Ethylen-Pipeline-Süd

Töging a. Inn

Waldkraiburg

Aschau

Tittmoning

Trostberg

Schalchen

Hart

Unterneukirchen

Tüssling

Munich
Salzburg

Waldkraiburg/Aschau
SI Group Germany (DEAB) GmbH
Kraiburg Holding GmbH & Co.KG

Munich
Bavarian 
chemical Industry

Trostberg/Schalchen/Hart/Unterneukirchen
AlzChem AG
ASK Chemicals Metallurgy GmbH
BASF Construction Solutions GmbH
BASF Construction Additives GmbH

Burgkirchen/Gendorf
Dyneon GmbH
Archroma Germany GmbH
Clariant Produkte (Deutschland) GmbH
Global Amines Germany GmbH
W. L. Gore & Associates GmbH
InfraServ GmbH & Co. Gendorf KG
Linde AG
Vinnolit GmbH & Co. KG

Töging a. Inn
Real Alloy Germany GmbH

Burghausen
Borealis Polymere GmbH
OMV Deutschland GmbH
Vinnolit GmbH & Co. KG
Wacker Chemie AG

B 299

B 12

B 304

A 94

B 20

Burgkirchen

B 299

Train single-track, 
not electrified

Burghausen

Eine starke Marke für die Region

www.chemdelta-bavaria.de

Das Bayerische Chemiedreieck – eine der
führenden Wirtschaftsregionen Europas.

18 leistungsstarke Unternehmen der
Chemie mit rund 10 Milliarden Euro
Jahresumsatz und ca. 20.000 Mitarbeitern.

Bayerisches Chemiedreieck:
Stark für die Region -
        Innovativ für die Welt.
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economically and effectively along the added value 
chain. Opening of the Ethylene Pipeline South – EPS 
– in 2012 provided ChemDelta Bavaria with access 
to the NW European ethylene alliance – with the 
prospect of becoming the hub for a pan-European 
pipeline network.

60 PERCENT FOR EXPORT
More than nine million tons of freight are shifted annu-
ally by road and rail. Around 60 per cent of this is for ex-
port. Expansion of road and rail networks is therefore 
on the agenda, since this has not adequately kept pace 
with development of the chemical region. 

MODERN TERMINAL
The systematic upgrading of the A94 motorway – 
part of which was just taken into service in October 
2019 to help close the gap between Munich and 
Mühldorf – and twin-track expansion with electrifica-
tion of the Munich-Mühldorf-Freilassing – ABS 38 – 
railway are accordingly at the top of these companies’ 
wish list. Rail upgrading is assessed as high priority in 
the Federal Transport Infrastructure Plan, with realiza-
tion set for the foreseeable future. In Burghausen, a 
state-of-the-art container terminal speeds up han-
dling of rail shipments, especially those bound for 
container ports for onward transport overseas. ■

INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY ■

ChemDelta Bavaria

To improve communication, 20 companies in the region have 
joined forces in the ‘ChemDelta Bayern’ initiative. It sets out to 
boost the degree of awareness of the region beyond its borders, 
to gain improved acceptance within these and to achieve 
modernization and improvement of transport infrastructure. 
Other aims are to secure energy supplies at competitive prices, 
to ensure training and support for qualified young talent, and 
compatibility between industrial and climate policy.

www.chemdelta-bavaria.de

BOREALIS POLYMERE GMBH (L.) AND 
OMV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH IN BURGHAUSEN
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Fully automatic 
up to the roof

Brunsbüttel is one of Northern Germany’s leading 
chemical production centres. Warehouses are 
essential for every production site.  With 40,000 
pallet slots, Friedrich A. Kruse jun. Spedition offers 
industrial companies short distances and secure 
storage facilities right on site. 

Bigbags, barrels, bagged cargoes and Intermediate 
Bulk Containers – IBCs – are transported 24/7/365 
between plants and the Kruse site. Apart from the 
stretch covered by truck, deposit and withdrawal are 
fully automatic. Warehousing is fully integrated in 
the company’s supply chain.  “Some of the material 
for storage consists of semi-finished products that 
can be withdrawn for further processing precisely as 
required,” says Peter Steinmeyer, Head of Logistics 
for the Friedrich A. Kruse Group of Companies. 

BARCODES KNOW EVERYTHING
With a built-in conveyor, even the four shuttle trucks 
embody a special feature. They dock in directly at 
the warehouse. A chain conveyor shifts the load di-
rectly to one of the bays. Without forklift assistance, 
20 pallets can be loaded onto the vehicle, or unload-
ed, within less than three minutes.
Scanners record the barcode on every package. The 
‘I-Punkt’ control centre facilitates checks at any time 
on what material is involved; if being stored, when it 
was produced; the location of substances required 
by the chemical plant; and the quantity available. 
This is made possible by a data interface with Kruse’s 
customers. Deposit or withdrawal increases/reduces 
stock, not just in the warehouse, but simultaneously 
at the company. Automatic checking also reveals 
whether packaging is defective or a barcode is in-
conclusive. Such items are directly removed and 
subjected to a manual examination. 
The two warehouses rise 42 metres into the sky. 
Pallets are stacked on 17 floors. Intralogistics here 
are fully automatic. In a basically chaotic system, the 
computer seeks the right slot for each individual pal-
let. This takes its place on a kind of diagonal elevator 
and with laser assistance is pushed into the desig-
nated slot.  

WELL COVERED: 
CHEMICAL STORAGE 
AT 17 LEVELS

■ INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY
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EXTENSIVE SECURITY MEASURES
“Security is our top priority,” says Steinmeyer. To 
ensure that in an accident nothing can escape, the 
two high-bay warehouses rest in troughs. Automatic 
extinguishers and preventive measures complete 
the protection package. These include localized 
sprinklers, smoke extractors, fire protection doors, 
three million litres of water for fire-fighting in two 
storage containers, and automatic notification to the 
fire brigade. A list of goods currently stored is in the 
fire brigade’s on-site mailbox.
The two high-bay warehouses are the centrepiece 
here. In addition, Spedition Kruse offers further 
warehouses, gas storage and tanker storage with 
560 slots. Apart from being accessible by road, the 
firm can also be reached by inland waterway and 
coastal craft via the Elbe and the Kiel Canal, or by 
rail. Continued excellent trading for Brunsbüttel as a 
chemicals site ensures good utilization of Kruse’s 
special storage facilities. 

OWN TANK CONTAINERS
This family firm has a long tradition extending over 
five generations. Kruse won its first contract for con-
veying the Imperial Mails in 1902. Today its empha-
sis is on providing forwarding and logistics services 

for the chemical industry, and on paper and bever-
age logistics. This year, Kruse has invested in its 
own tank containers with a capacity of 35 cubic me-
tres. These can be heated and are fitted with special 
insulation. Other containers are at the planning 
stage. ■

FOR PETER STEINMEYER, HEAD OF LOGISTICS, 
WELL ORDERED STORAGE IS THE TOP PRIORITY

INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY ■

Our way of doing customs.
Local, international, digital

Consulting and solutions Import/Export Value Added Services
Instruction and Informations for Import/Export at www.porath.com

HAMBURG
FRANKFURT AIRPORT
BREMERHAVEN
ROTTERDAM
GDYNIA
GDANSK

Anzeige Porath halb_quer-rz.indd   1 30.08.19   12:29
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‘Make rail easy’ – Innovation  
in rail freight transport

VTG CONNECT: DIGITAL CONNECTION  
WITH RAILCARS
Since 2017, the Hamburg group has been fitting its 
entire European wagon fleet of around 82,000 with a 
telematic module that for the first time facilitates a 
direct connection with the wagon. Hardware in the 
form of the VTG Connector uses mobile radio to con-
tinually despatch data to movement control, guaran-
teeing uninterrupted monitoring of railcars. 
Even the basic version permits monitoring of several 
parameters, and primarily of its GPS position. For 
the first time, the VTG Connector enables tracking 
within a few metres of precisely where a wagon is 
situated at a specific time. For the transport of hazar-
dous goods, this is a crucial advantage, often indeed 
an indispensable necessity. 

Various sensors integrated into the hardware record 
data about the shipment – on shock impacts, for ex-
ample. In addition, external sensors can be coupled 
up to collect ample additional data, e.g. on the filling 
level and/or ambient temperature. This distinctly 
boosts rail freight’s transparency, enabling dis- 
patchers to monitor and plan shipments considerab-
ly better.
 
VTG FASTTRACK: CAR SHARING FOR RAIL  
In the Port of Hamburg, VTG has another project 
demonstrating how digitalization makes rail trans-
port faster and more flexible: VTG FastTrack trans-
fers the idea of car sharing to rail, primarily helping 
with peak demand as well as ad-hoc consignments, 
or shipments until now mainly handled by road. Via 

Rail is the most climate-friendly mode of transport by a wide margin. For chemicals, especially, 
it is also the safest transport alternative. Yet compared to trucking, rail freight transport is under 
pressure. To fully exploit its strengths, it needs to be made simpler for customers. In particular, that 
involves integrating it better into modern supply chains. Hamburg-based VTG is harnessing digital 
technologies and new services. 

■ INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY

ALWAYS GOOD TO KNOW  
WHERE THE FREIGHT IS:  
VTG CONNECT FOR RAILCARS 
OFFERS A DECISIVE ADVAN-
TAGE, ESPECIALLY FOR HAZAR-
DOUS GOODS
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an online platform, customers can book container 
railcars at any time with a few clicks. A container 
block train stands ready around the clock on 365 
days in the year. As a rule, leasing involves a lead 
time of several days. This enables rail to be fitted 
into the logistics chain considerably more flexibly. 
Container shuttles have been on call in Hamburg 
since 2018 and since 2019 in Rotterdam, too. ■

About VTG

With a fleet of around 94,000 railcars in around 1000 
different versions, VTG is among Europe’s leading 
railcar leasing and rail logistics companies. Apart from 
leasing freight railcars, the group offers a full range of 
multi-modal logistics services, concentrating on rail 
as the mode of transport, along with worldwide tank 
container shipments. Based in Hamburg, the company 
has a worldwide workforce of around 1600.

www.vtg.de 
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‘Chemical industry logistics  
waking from a deep sleep’

“For between five and ten years, the chemical in-
dustry has been waking from a long sleep in its lo-
gistics. Growing competitive pressure, greater sen-
sitivity on prices among customers, shifts in 
acquisition and sales markets, along with bur- 
geoning safety/security regulations, confront che-
mical company logistics with fresh challenges,” 
says Dr. Klaus-Peter Jung of Miebach Consulting’s 
Management Board.

IMMENSELY HETEROGENEOUS  
Contrary to scientific publications with a different 
message, no clear trend towards ‘lean’, ‘agile’ or 
‘service orientated’ supply chains could be discer-
ned among participants in this survey. The trend is 
not towards ‘one supply chain fits all’, but product- 
and market-specific driven supply chains and paral-
lels between different supply chains. 

BEHIND OTHER INDUSTRIES ON  
OUTSOURCING LOGISTICS
In the chemical industry the degree of logistics out-
sourcing is still substantially lower than in other  
manufacturing sectors. Yet the increasing professio-
nalization of logistics providers in recent years has 
opened up more far-reaching opportunities here for 
outsourcing processes.
Whereas in the 2016 survey the greatest future 
growth in relation to the existing degree of out- 
sourcing was forecast in filling, analysis, and the 
operation of silo storage, respondents to the 2019 
survey primarily anticipate future growth in the areas 
of tank farm management, in-house transport and 
loading/labelling. 

GOOD LOGISTICS PROMOTES CORPORATE 
SUCCESS
Of companies with above-average success, over 70 
percent (2016: 64 percent) can claim above-average 
logistics performance, of those below average, ap-
prox. 56 percent (2016: 80 percent) below-average 
logistics. Generating above-average results with 
poor logistics was achieved by just 13 percent (2016: 
23 percent) of those in the 2019 survey. 
“Is this an indication that poorer/better logistics 
performance could entail poorer/better corporate 

In cooperation with the trade journal ‘CHEManager’, this year Miebach Consulting conducted a market 
survey of chemical company logistics. This included a comparison of the latest findings with the preceding 
2016 survey, aiming to show what trends have concerned the industry since then. 

■ INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY

THE BETTER THE LOGISTICS, THE GREATER  
THE PROSPECT OF SUCCESS – ONE OF THE 
FINDINGS OF THE MIEBACH SURVEY OF  
CHEMICAL LOGISTICS
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performance? The survey findings do at least sug-
gest such a link – even if the evaluations may not be 
statistically significant,” says Dr. Klaus-Peter Jung. 

FOCUS IS NOW MORE ON SERVICE
With differing aims, distinct emphases are discerni-
ble in past projects at strategic, infrastructural and 
operative levels. Participants estimate that in future 
projects, aims will shift towards focussing less on 
reducing costs and more on improving service. 
In terms of infrastructural measures, in both surveys 
retention and expansion of port and rail facilities is 

seen as being of minimal – and in 2019 still declining 
– significance. This needs to be seen as an alarm si-
gnal, especially in view of the looming collapse of 
road traffic.
In 2019, their own corporate growth was again iden-
tified as the main factor powering logistics projects 
in the preceding five years. By contrast, new topics 
are the demographic shift at second place, Brexit 
third, and logistics staff shortage fourth. ■
 
The complete survey can be ordered on 
hoffmann@miebach.com.

INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY ■
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Shell in Hamburg –  
Power for research, production  

and Formula 1

Shell in Germany has been closely associated with Hamburg and the port for over a century. With 
its German headquarters near the airport, its tank farm in Harburg, the adjacent Shell Technology 
Centre (STCHa) and lubricants plant in Grasbrook, Shell combines production, marketing, research and 
administration in the Hanseatic City. 
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Within the worldwide Shell Group, the Shell Technol-
ogy Centre on Hoher Schaar in Wilhelmsburg is seen 
as the centre of expertise for fuel and lubricant re-
search. Almost 300 scientists work there on sustain-
able energy solutions for the future. They aim to 
make fossil fuels such as diesel and petrol cleaner, 
and are developing alternative fuels. For instance, 
Shell is active in researching and developing the pro-
duction of synthetic fuels using wind and solar ener-
gy. Its researchers work closely with vehicle manu-
facturers on that.

MADE IN HAMBURG – SYNTHETIC FUELS
The Shell Technology Centre in Hamburg-Wilhelms-
burg also active in Formula 1. Experts there are linked 
by a direct land line with Scuderia Ferrari in Monza, 
Italy. These Hamburgians blend the fuel for Ferrari’s 
Formula 1 pilots for every weekend of racing, taking 
it to the relevant venues by air, rail or truck. 

MORE THAN 700 PRODUCTS ENSURE  
EXCELLENT LUBRICATION
Just 200 metres away as the crow flies from Shell 
Technology Centre’s laboratory, Grasbrook Lubri-
cants Centre – GLC – covers an area of 28 hectares. 
GLC is the worldwide Shell Group’s second largest 
lubricants plant. With a history stretching back to 
1888, it is one of Shell’s earliest sites. On its west 
side, it offers waterside loading on Reiherstieg. In-
land tankers berth here daily, while seagoing ones 
feed the plant with crude/basic oils.  
Some of the tank vessels arrive direct from Qatar, 
where Shell Offshore Gas drills, with base oils being 
among the local products from its gas. Produced 
from gas, such base oils burn considerably more 
cleanly than those derived from crude oil. The base 
oils delivered in Hamburg are stored, then enriched in 
the blending plant with special additives made with 
formulas known only to Shell. The plant supplies a to-

SHELL CONDUCTS RESEARCH INTO  
FUELS AND LUBRICANTS AT ITS CUTTING-EDGE 

LABORATORIES IN WILHELMSBURG
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tal of 700 different products for customers from a va-
riety of industries.
Finished products are either stored temporarily in 
tanks or immediately filled for despatch. For instance, 
70,000 one-litre-, 20,000 four-litre-bottles and 3,000 
209-litre barrels go for despatch daily. These are de-
livered by rail and truck to customers throughout Eu-
rope. Apart from fillings into small containers, the 
bulk of all lubricants are fed directly into road and rail 
tankers. That involves up to 100 road tankers per day, 
loaded at seven filling stations. The workforce of 260 
produces around 360 million litres of lubricants and 
between 80 and 90 million of process oils annually 
for use in the textile and cosmetics industries, for ex-
ample. 

INVESTMENTS IN ITS HAMBURG BASE 
Shell is investing in Grasbrook to adapt the site to the 
challenges of the energy revolution and make it fit for 

the future. Opposite the Elbphilharmonie, the former 
high-rack warehouse with its red-yellow Shell symbol 
was demolished some time ago. A new, state-of-the-
art filling centre for vehicle and engine oils has been 
built there. One feature of the new facility is a product 
line for battery-electric vehicles, which require cool-
ants and lubricants differing completely from those 
needed by cars with internal combustion engines.   

REGIONAL SUPPLIES
Besides its clients in industry, Shell also looks after 
motorists and householders from its Hamburg-Har-
burg site. For Shell, the Hanseatic City is also its hub 
for supplying the Northern German region with mo-
tor fuels and heating oil. Every day, between 150 and 
200 road tankers leave its tank farm in Harburg for 
the surrounding region. Households, filling stations 
and airports are supplied from there with heating oil, 
motor and aviation fuels. ■
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TANK FARM WITH A VIEW OF HAMBURG’S  
ELBPHILHARMONIE CONCERT HALL
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ROW AFTER ROW:  
SHELL HANDLES  
LUBRICANTS AT ITS  
HAMBURG GRASBROOK 
SITE

■ INNOVATIVE INDUSTRIE
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How well acquainted are logistics  
companies with the new rules in Major  

Incident Law? 

Whether the new law is applied depends on the 
presence of substances relevant to an incident when 
a facility is classified. A facility’s capacity and which 
volumes of incident-relevant substances it can han-
dle, are crucial. The list of relevant substances is in-
corporated in a longer list in the Major Incident Ordi-
nance. The group of substances harmful to water is 
one of those significant for the logistics sector.
Substances harmful to water cannot unfortunately 
be regarded as identical with the WGK Water Hazard 

Class under German Water Protection Law. Specific 
classifications of a substance or mixture are impor-
tant for the relevance of the major incident category 
‘harmful to water’. These can be found in all hazard-
ous goods classes, among them acids and alkalis – 
storage category 8 – or poisonous substances. This 
means that when considering whether the Major In-
cident Law applies, an operator must always investi-
gate and evaluate all the hazard statements for 
planned for storage. 

The new Major Incident Law – Störfallrecht – came into force at the beginning of 2017. In some German 
states, administrative action that deeply affects operational planning has developed. Peter Duschek, 
managing partner of UMCO, is struck by the fact that companies affected in the logistics sector, and also 
some of the responsible authorities, are not always aware of the full impact of the new law. 

INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY ■
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CLASSIFICATION IS OFTEN VERY DIFFICULT
Classifying and evaluating substances harmful to wa-
ter is one of the tasks that a logistics manager must 
perform. Regrettably, however, it is precisely these 
details that are often not available. Operations pro-
ceed on the basis of Transport Law and thus only the 
details required by Hazardous Goods Law are availa-
ble. Yet Major Incident Law relates to the latter. 
Legislators are not (yet) going to sufficient trouble to 
embody classifications in Transport Law into evalua-
tions under Harmful Substances Law. So every indi-
vidual operator is challenged and responsible. That 
demands not only considerable effort, but in many 
cases produces only incomplete findings. Collective 
identities under transport law are therefore very dif-
ficult to relate to a dangerous substance. 

DATA NOT AVAILABLE
Additional problems arise because storage compa-
nies, forwarders, intermodal and container terminals 
and others are not the recipients of goods. Because 
they are involved only in the transport process, they 
do not automatically receive safety data sheets from 
manufacturers or shippers. Even if they do, these are 
not necessarily in German. Not every substance 
transported and stored will enter circulation in Germa-
ny. It could simply be being transported through the 
country. So a safety data sheet need not be issued to 
the logistics companies, and substance data are not 
sufficiently available. 

SUMMARY
The law on permits and major incidents requires 
thorough knowledge of substances from plant oper-
ators in the logistics sector. Solutions need to be 
found that facilitate linking up data on dangerous 

substances with the transport data. If this does not 
happen, companies are at risk of not having the nec-
essary permits for their plant, and/or of failing to ap-
ply for those required. 
Additional information on the ‘New Rules in Major 
Incident Law – Application for companies in the 
logistics, handling and transport sector’ is provided 
by the company specializing in this area, namely 
UMCO GmbH in Hamburg. ■
Contact: umco.de, akademie.umco.de
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PETER DUSCHEK, Managing Partner UMCO
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KNOWING PRECISELY WHAT’S INSIDE IS THE 
MOST VITAL PREREQUISITE FOR LEGAL CERTAIN-
TY WHEN PROVIDING LOGISTICS AND STORAGE 
FOR CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES
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Zur Person 

As managing director and expert in the field of corporate 
environmental protection, Peter Duschek looks back on 
decades of practical experience. He covers an area 
ranging from permit procedures through plant safety 
to complex management systems. As consultant and 
trainer, he travels daily to meet his clients throughout 
Germany.
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INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY ■
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Innovative solutions at BASF

Until June 2021, Port of Hamburg Marketing will be 
heading Interreg’s COMBINE Baltic project focussing 
on intermodal transport. A total of 14 selected associate 
partners from Belarus, Germany, Denmark, Finland, Lat-
via, Poland and Sweden are involved. This project con-
centrates on strengthening intermodal transport by 
boosting efficiency at transhipment points, as well as 
during pre- and postshipment in the Baltic region. 
Among the measures in focus here are the use of new 
technology in cargo handling and pre- and on-carriage, 
the development of appropriate business models and 
improvement of the political parameters. 

In combined transport, goods are moved by train, 
ships or barges, keeping the first and last mile cov-
ered by road as short as possible. However, the share 
of this efficient and more environmentally friendly 
transport scheme in the Baltic Sea region remains 
small due to geographically widely dispersed trans-
port routes and the traditional use of trucking. COM-
BINE aims to increase this share by improving the op-
eration at terminals and reducing the costs of the last 
mile by introducing new solutions such as platooning, 
longer/heavier trucks, e-trucks, and LNG-trucks.

A MODEL FOR OTHER SITES 
Covering around ten square kilometres, BASF’s Lud-

wigshafen works is the world’s largest single chemi-
cal site owned by just one company. BASF’s main 
plant is also the birthplace of the ‘Verbund’, a special 
approach to integration. Production facilities, energy 
flows and logistics are intelligently networked to uti-
lize resources as efficiently as possible. Ludwigshafen 
therefore acted as model for BASF’s five other ‘Ver-
bund’ strongholds in Europe, the USA and Asia.

INNOVATIONS IN CEHEMICAL SUPPY CHAINS
New solutions for the chemical product supply 
chain were presented during this visit. Among 

these is the 45-ft BASF Class tank container as a 
type new to its fleet. The group is also develop-
ing a fully automatic container warehouse along 
with unmanned vehicles to transport containers 
across its site, interacting with other modes of 
transport. 

COOPERATION WITH HHLA
Drones to deliver the empty containers from storage 
in Mannheim across the Rhine were presented as 
one future innovation. BASF is cooperating closely 
here with Hamburger Hafen und Logistik (HHLA), 
which is developing this technology for use in the 
Port of Hamburg. ■

Safety is the top priority in chemical logistics. For transporting chemicals, intermodal transport offers 
a substantial advantage. Representatives of the COMBINE project received an insight into innovative 
solutions at BASF in Ludwigshafen.

THE COMBINE PROJECT GROUP 
WAS BRIEFED ON INNOVATIVE 
SOLUTIONS FOR CHEMICAL 
LOGISTICS AT BASF. 
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The environment campaigner, chemist, prophet and 
inventor of Cradle to Cradle® has defined another 
way of achieving a good ecological balance. His phi-
losophy is “The aim is not to do as little harm as pos-
sible with products but to derive the greatest bene-
fit from them through further utilization.” 

WASTE AS NUTRIENT
Braungart has no problem with surplus – provided 
the materials are kept within a circulation. Rubbish is 
nutrient. The ecological footprint can be as large as 
it likes. Seen in this way, it is just a biotope of the sa-
me size. From cradle to cradle – the principle sounds 
like Perpetuum Mobile. In Braungart’s view, this is 
the future. “A product that becomes waste has a 
problem on quality. We need to discover things an-
ew,” contends the professor.
His idea is that all consumable items such as toilet 
paper, clothing, packagings, must be designed so 
that they completely revert to biological systems  
without being contaminated with pollutants.  
Everything used, such as refrigerators, furniture or 
smartphones, must return to circulation as raw ma-
terial. “Instead of building up a perfect waste dispo-
sal business, the aim is to design materials from the 
outset so that these are either biodegradable or re-
main in the ‘technosphere’,” says Dr Braungart. 
His idea has already caused some products to be re-
invented. An impressive variety stands on the shel-
ves in the conference room of his consultancy firm: 
Sneakers by international trendsetters, cleaning 
agents, discounter textiles, beer, drugstore lines, 
cosmetics and more. The Maersk shipping group 
has applied the Cradle to Cradle® principle to ship-
building. The ‘Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller’, a mega-
containership 400 metres long, 59 metres wide, 
weighing 60,000 tons and of innovative design, is 
one example. She was built to transport 18,270 con-
tainers between China and Europe. Edible seat co-
vers can be found in the Airbus A380. 

USE INSTEAD OF PURCHASE
Instead of buying and discarding technical ap- 
pliances, frequently before these are actually kaput, 
customers should sign contracts for using these. 

You acquire a total number of kilometres instead of a 
car; instead of a window, 25 years of a view, plus in-
sulation; instead of a house, a defined period of hea-
ted living in intact premises. This gives suppliers an 
incentive to design their products to be long-lasting 
and energy-saving. 

Delivering a lecture clad in pyjamas, casually mentioned as being compostable? Chopping up furniture 
fabrics and munching them in muesli for his onlookers? Professor Dr. Michael Braungart enjoys provoking 
people. Instead of doing without, he goes for products that also serve as raw materials in a circular economy. 
His principle is known as Cradle to Cradle®.

When footprints  
become biotopes

PROFESSOR DR. MICHAEL BRAUNGART 
©
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Zur Person 

Professor Dr Michael Braungart studied chemistry and 
process technology. In the 1980s he campaigned for the 
environmental organization Greenpeace. In 1985 he gained 
a doctorate in chemistry at the University of Hanover. 
In 1987 Greenpeace founded EPEA to develop solutions 
for complex environmental problems. Since then, he has 
been working in research and consultancy for ecologically 
effective products.  He is co-founder and scientific head 
of McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry (MBDC) in 
Charlottesville, Virginia (USA); co-founder and scientific 
head of Hamburg Environment Institute (HUI); and heads 
Braungart Consulting in Hamburg. He worked at several 
universities in Germany and elsewhere as a lecturer and 
professor. Michael Braungart has received a number of 
awards for his own and his colleagues’ work. Braungart’s 
activities currently concentrate on his professorship in 
Lüneburg.

■ INNOVATIVE INDUSTRIE
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All sectors of industry are open-minded about the 
principle. In the neighbouring Netherlands, espe-
cially, Braungart has found willing listeners. That is 
not because he has taught at Rotterdam Universi-
ty, but “because the Dutch tick differently from 
the Germans.” They discern the underlying busi-
ness model and the opportunity to earn money 
with ecologically effective products. German com-
panies frequently see it as more important to re-
ceive a certificate. Nevertheless, some large and 
highly traditional companies such as Otto, Tchibo 
and Trigema are pressing ahead with Cradle to  
Cradle®.

ATTRACTIVE CHEMISTRY TEACHER
None of the Cradle to Cradle® products on 
Braungart’s shelves suggest eco-charm or jute bags. 
Nor does the modern interior design on a usage ba-
sis do so. For the professor, “green“ and chemistry 
are not incompatible.  “An attractive chemistry 
teacher, when I was 14,” fired his enthusiasm for na-
tural sciences. At 19, in 1978 he founded ‘Grüne Ak-
tion Zukunft’ – ‘Green Campaign for the Future’, one 
of the forerunners of the Green Party. As a Green-
peace activist, he later clambered up smokestacks. 

At some point, protest alone no longer sufficed for 
him. He wanted to find solutions. 
By today’s standards, i.e., bleaching cellulose 
with-out chlorine, or manufacturing refrigerators 
without HCFCs – or hydrochlorofluorocarbons – 
the chemist initially reaped ridicule from some re-
nowned suppliers. The future will show how far 
the Cradle to Cradle® principle can gain accep-
tance. It has already been the basis for more than 
11,000 products. ■

INNOVATIVE INDUSTRIE ■

The Cradle to Cradle concept 

Cradle to Cradle® is a design concept taking nature as 
its model. All products are conceived on the principle 
of a potentially unending circular economy. Cradle to 
Cradle® thus differentiates itself from conventional 
recycling and the concept of ecological efficiency. 
The Cradle to Cradle® design concept is ecologically 
effective and goes beyond conventional instruments 
and approaches that primarily represent man’s negative 
influences on the environment. It caters equally for 
economic, ecological and social aspects.

Friedrich A. Kruse jun. Unternehmensgruppe  Fährstraße 49 · 25541 Brunsbüttel  Tel. 04852/881-0  · Fax 04852/881-199
     info@kruse-unternehmensgruppe.de  www.kruse-unternehmensgruppe.de

Gefahrgut-, Transport-, Werk- und Warenlogistik —
Alles aus einer Hand

• Gefahrguttankcontainer-Operating
• Kundenspezifische Logistiklösungen
• Vollautomatische Hochregallager mit über 40.000 Palletenstellplätzen
• Konventionelles Fachbodenregallager mit mehr als 10.000 Stellplätzen 

Logistik-Experten für alle Güter
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Write to me at: facebook.com/ppickhuben

New home port for Elbreklame
Elbreklame, the full-service advertising agency focused on the port and logistics sector, has transferred its head office to the River Elbe. In November the agency moved to the lively and creative district of Ottensen; or to be more precise, into a former coach house – built in 1880 – at Holländische Reihe 8, parallel to the Elbchaussee.
The agency run by Holger and Markus Grabsch plus creative director Klaas Mahler specializes in communication, efficient advertising and sustained market presence. For Port of Hamburg Marketing, Elbreklame oversees the entire production of Port of Hamburg Magazine. In recent years, the agency has also built up a large group of custom-

ers from the transport industry. The 
agency’s clients include forwarders, 
shipping companies, IT and software 
providers, customs agents, insurers 
under forwarding and transport law, 
and port/terminal operators. From its 
new headquarters, Elbreklame will 
remain active in the corporate 
publishing, corporate design and 
web design areas, as well as all 
traditional advertising formats, 
also developing ideas and 
advertising schemes for compa-
nies.

New adress:  
ELBREKLAME EMK GmbH 
Holländische Reihe 8 
22765 Hamburg 
elbreklame.de

EVOS EMERGES FROM VOPAK 
The former Vopak Dupeg Terminal is now operating under the name 

of Evos Hamburg, after the terminal was sold to First State Invest-

ments or ‘First State’, the international branch of First Sentier Inves-

tors. The tank farm that has been based in Wilhelmsburg since 1953, 

possesses 149 tanks with a storage capacity of 670,000 cubic metres 

for various liquid commodities. Jos Steeman, general manager of the 

terminal since 2016, now the CEO of Evos Hamburg, has managed the 

seamless transfer to the new owner. He looks optimistically into the 

future: “Liquid commodities, such as oil products and chemicals, will 

play an important role in our energy supply going forward. The Evos 

Hamburg terminal is ideally suited for the storage of such products, as 

well as future climate neutral and synthetic fuels. Evos Hamburg is 

making an appropriate infrastructure available for the energy revolution 

in Germany.”
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PETER PICKHUBEN’S 
PINBOARD

By the way,
... you can also find my favourite 
port on social media. Take a look:

Or download the Port of 
Hamburg app in your app store.
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Hamburg focusing  
on shore-based energy
Hamburg is taking on a pioneering role by upgrading the use of onshore en-

ergy as an alternative source for vessels during lay times in port. From 

2022, as the first port in Europe, Hamburg will provide shore-based energy 

for both cruise vessels and large containerships. At a total of eight connec-

tion points onshore energy will be available for containerships at Burchard-

kai, Europakai and Predöhlkai. In addition, it is being extend-

ed to all existing cruise ship terminals. 

Since 2016, the Altona terminal has 

already had the first onshore energy 

unit for cruise vessels in Europe. All 

of the energy points will be connected 

to the general power grid, providing the 

ships with renewable energy going for-

ward. Completion is planned for 2022, 

with regular operation from 2023. 

Hamburg-based Nauticor is providing support as a logistics partner for MAN Energy Solutions and Wessels Marine in the first use worldwide of synthetic natural gas or SNG as fuel for a sea-going vessel. As part of the project, some of the LNG that the 1,036 TEU container feedership ‘Wes Amelie’ consumes on a round voyage is to be replaced by SNG. It is produced from hydrogen that has been previously manufac-tured using power from renewable sources, i.e. ‘green’ hy-drogen. The 20 tons of SNG in total are being supplied by car manufacturer Audi’s Power-to-Gas plant in Werlte near Clop-penburg that is currently being equipped with a liquefaction plant. For the production of SNG the plant will use wind pow-er, making it 100% climate neutral. The SNG manufactured this way will lead to a reduction of some 56 tons of CO
2 emis-sions on board the ‘Wes Amelie’.
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Synthetic natural gas  as fuel  

EVOS EMERGES FROM VOPAK 

PETER PICKHUBEN’S 
PINBOARD
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■  INTERNAL – HAFEN HAMBURG MARKETING

During that period he put his stamp on the 
association’s activities particularly with nu-
merous events and frequent participation  at 
conferences and showcasing at the trade 
fairs in the Central/Eastern European market 
region. The same period was also notable 
for the construction and entry into service of 
Container Terminal Altenwerder.

WORLDWIDE CONTACTS
His tremendous commitment, worldwide 
contacts in industry and the academic world, 
and powerful personality enabled Beth to 
achieve a great deal. He remains unforgotten 
in the port industry.

Beth was closely linked with the transport 
industry. He studied economics, later tak-
ing a PhD, and working for the Institute of 
Shipping Economics and Logistics (ISL) 
in Bremen from the end of the 1960s until 
1985, for 14 years as its Director. In 1985 he 
moved from the River Weser to Hamburg to 
become Head of HHLA’s Marketing Division. 
In 1992 he left HHLA for the forerunner or-
ganization of Port of Hamburg Marketing. As 
its chairman, until his retirement he was re-
sponsible for marketing the Port of Hamburg 
as a location. ■

Port of Hamburg Marketing  
mourns former CEO 

Port of Hamburg Marketing (HHM) mourns Prof. Dr. Hans Ludwig Beth, 82, who died on 9 October 
2019. He had been Chairman of HHM – then HHVW or Port of Hamburg Sales Promotion and Publicity 
– between March 1992 and October 2001.

Prof. Dr. Hans Ludwig Beth
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